Abstract-For multiple-model adaptive control systems, "multicontroller" architecture can be efficiently implemented (multirealized) by means of a "state-shared" parameter-dependent feedback system. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the multirealization of a family of linear multivariable systems based on matrix fractional descriptions are presented. The problem of the minimal generic multirealization of a set of linear systems is introduced and solved.
we investigate the multirealization of several linear multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems; The results will be applicable to MMAC problems for MIMO plants.
Stability is an important issue for switched systems [1] , [4] . In this paper, we assume that the time scale over which switchings occur is a longer time scale than the time scale for the dynamics of the various closed loop systems; this is virtually always the case in MMAC problems. Under this assumption, if each frozen closed loop system is stable then the switched system will be stable. Furthermore, the provided method can implement "bumpless" transfer between linear multivariable systems. It is well known that "bumpless" transfer is an effective way to improve poor transient response of switched systems [4] . One example is given here to show the main aim of this paper.
Consider two multivariable linear systems and A parameter-dependent state-space equation can be obtained by using Method 2 (at the end of Section III) to realize both these systems with only the parameters and system dependent It should be noted that is stable and the pair is observable. When the transfer functions in question correspond to multiple controllers which may be switched serially, the multirealization form can ensure that the output of the switched system remains continuous across switching instants, provided its input is reasonably well behaved, e.g., is piecewise continuous, i.e., "bumpless" transfer [4] is achieved. However, it is slightly more convenient to investigate the dual form because for this multirealization form we can directly lift known results on the invariant description of linear multivariable systems [8] , [11] . Corresponding results for the multirealization form can ). It is important in MMAC implementation for a multirealization to be stably based [4] .
Standard concepts and notations, such as column degree and column reduced polynomial matrices, are defined as in [8] . A new operator is introduced as shown below. Definition 2: Given a polynomial matrix , it is always possible to write . Where, is the degree of the i-th column of is a matrix formed from the coefficients of the highest degree polynomials in the columns of (highest degree-coefficient matrix) and is a matrix formed from the remaining coefficients of polynomials in the columns of (lower degree-coefficient matrix).
Define the operator as . In the next section, necessary and sufficient conditions for multirealization of multivariable systems is presented. Section III presents results for the minimal generic multirealization problem for any given set of linear systems with compatible input and output dimensions.
II. CONDITIONS OF MULTIREALIZATION
To derive conditions for the multirealization of multivariable systems, we need to recall properties of the Popov form [8] , [11] . As far as the authors are aware, the following theorem has not been explicitly stated in the literature, though the ideas are probably known.
Theorem 1: Consider a strictly proper multivariable system described by a right polynomial matrix fraction description (MFD), i.e., where also is a Popov polynomial matrix. Let denote the th column degree of the Popov polynomial matrix denote the th column pivot index of the Popov polynomial matrix , and denote the th controllability index of a controllable pair of a state variable realization of . Then : 1) ; 2) the real matrix , the highest degree-coefficient matrix of the columns of the polynomial matrix , is the identity matrix. i.e.,
, if and only if the th column pivot index of the polynomial matrix is equal to (That is equivalent, according to i) of this theorem, to the condition that ). Proof: 1) Through post multiplication by a real matrix , the columns of the Popov polynomial matrix can be reordered so that the th column pivot index of the reordered polynomial matrix is equal to . If we denote , and as the th column degree of the reordered polynomial matrix , then, we have
It is easy to see that , the highest degree-coefficient of matrix is an upper triangular matrix. Then, we realize the right MFDs by , which is a controller form realization by using the method in [8, (pp. 403-407] . Considering that is an upper triangular matrix, we can check that the controllability indexes of the controllable pair are according to [8, eq . (8)- (10) is the th column degree of the matrix ; 2) the matrices , which are the highest degree-coefficient matrices of the , are identical (for ). Proof: Assume first the existence of the controllable state variable multirealization for . It is standard that there exists a column reduced polynomial matrix with and with column degrees corresponding (though possibly with different ordering) with the controllability indexes of which are the same as those of (see [8] or [10] 
III. MINIMAL GENERIC MULTIREALIZATION
In Section I, we introduced the concept of minimal stably based multirealization problem (see Definition 1). It turns out that solving this problem is a difficult and intricate task (which we examine elsewhere), and there is another easier minimization with practical value which we examine in this section, this being a form of generic dimension minimization.
For a minimal stably based "generic" multirealization, we aim to achieve a multirealization, which is independent of all Popov real parameters of all multivariable systems defined by transfer function matrices . Popov real parameters are determined by physical parameters, which are prone to vary in application. Popov integer parameters however are related to the number of integrators and their structure in the underlying physical system with transfer function matrix . Because Popov integer parameters depend on the structure of the physical system rather than the particular real value of a physical parameter, they are relatively robust to modeling errors that arise due to parameter drift. So, the minimal stably based "generic" multirealization has significant relevance in practical application.
Theorem 1 implies that if a controllable pair of a minimal state variable realization of each has the same increasingly ordered controllability indexes (equivalent to ), then the Popov real parameters will be identical for each . Thus, according to Theorem 2, if the controllability indexes (Popov integer parameters) are increasingly ordered for each minimal realization of , then the minimal multi-realization of the set of transfer functions is independent of all the Popov real parameters . Based on this observation, we introduce the definition of the minimal generic multirealization for a set of multivariable linear systems.
Definition 3: Assume that there are given a number of -input -output strictly proper real rational transfer function matrices . Any set of state variable realizations (with the pair being controllable and having increasingly ordered controllability indices) that can realize all the systems with adjustable parameters and , is termed a generic multirealization of the set of systems . If all eigenvalues of are in the left half plane, is termed a generic stably based multirealization of the set of systems . Furthermore, if the dimension of is the smallest of all such generic stably based multirealizations, then is termed a minimal generic stably based multirealization of the set of systems . It can be proved (the proof is similar with that of Theorem 2) that the minimal generic stably based multirealization problem is equivalent to the following "minimal generic common hc-(highest column degree) multiplier" problem:
Problem 1: Given a set of square column-reduced polynomial matrices , find nonsingular stable polynomial matrices (that is, such that the zeros of lie in the left half plane ) such that there exists a column reduced polynomial matrix with the property that (4) with and having the lowest possible degree. Here, the real matrix is the highest degree-coefficient matrix of which is the Popov polynomial form of the matrix . In order to solve Problem 1, we introduce a new concept, hc-(highest column degree) dependence on a set of polynomial vectors.
Definition 4: A polynomial vector is hc-(highest column degree) dependent on a collection of polynomial vectors if there exists a set of scalar polynomials such that where is unimodular, but otherwise arbitrary, then the problem is effectively unchanged. In particular then, without loss of generality, we can assume is a Popov form matrix , and seek a column ordered . We present a method to achieve a generic minimal common hc-multiplier for a set of polynomial matrices .
Method 1:
Step 1) By using column permutation, re-order the columns of each to make the th column pivot index of the re-ordered matrix equal to . Thus, the ordered set of column degrees of the re-ordered matrix is equal to the ordered set of controllability indexes (see Theorem 1) . We define these indexes as and denote the new polynomial matrix (which is not necessarily in Popov polynomial-echelon form) as . Now set . . .
. . .
Hence, , and .
Step 2) Let for some . Define , so that has ordered column indexes . It follows that the are in Popov form, and according to Theorem 1, the highest (column)degree-coefficient matrix for each is the identity matrix. By rewriting as , it can be see that the necessary and sufficient conditions of Theorem 2 for the multirealization of a set of multivariable systems are satisfied, and a generic multirealization form can be achieved as . Method 1 presents a way to derive a generic common hc-multiplier of a set of square polynomial matrices. Theorem 4 below confirms that it is also a minimal generic common hc-multiplier. However, we require first a simple lemma. . Let be the number of columns of the matrix whose degree is no more than , i.e., . Thus, the column degrees of the first columns of are less than or equal to . According to the properties of hc-dependence (see Theorem 3), it follows that is in the range of Considering (7), we conclude the column whose pivot index is equal to must be one of these columns. That is, with . Theorem 4: (Second Main Result) The generic common hc-multiplier for a set of polynomial matrices (see Problem 1) achieved by using Method 1 is also a minimal generic common hc-multiplier.
Proof: For any generic common hc-multiplier for the set of polynomial matrices , we have (9) and has lowest possible degree. Denote (10) From (9), we have That is each column of is hc-dependent on the columns of each matrix . Note that the generic multiplier gives so that the th column pivot index of the matrix is equal to . Now consider a fixed but arbitrary . 
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper provides necessary and sufficient conditions for the multirealization of a family of linear multivariable systems based on matrix fraction descriptions. By introducing the concept of hc-dependence, the minimal generic stably based multirealization problem has been solved.
